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CAN-Bus Kit Opel / Renault Quadlock ->
Power + Speaker (ISO) + DIN Antenna connector

If the OEM HU is to be replaced by an aftermarket HU in a vehicle controlled by CAN bus, a specific CAN bus adapter is required.

Specific as well as universal CAN bus adapters convert relevant digital data of the respective vehicle-specific data bus into analogue signals. Depending on the adapter, various signals or

comfort functions such as ignition plus, lighting, reverse gear signal or even a speed signal are read out and made available in analogue form for various retrofit solutions.

Please contact our support team for help
210 9584031. VIBER 6997200221

Note:

CAN-Bus

connector: Quadlock
Antenna: Fakra phantom power > DIN

vehicles with CD30 / CD30MP / CDC40 / CD50 / CD70 / DVD 90 OEM HU

vehicle settings not supported

vehicles Opel Corsa D (S07) 10/2006 - 08/2014 vehicle settings > steering column lever windshield wiper

vehicles Opel Corsa D (S07) 10/2006 - 08/2014 with interface failure after longer period of operation:

vehicles with interface failure after longer period of operation:

1: OEM HU must be reconnect
2: CAN Bus must shut down
3: CAN Bus alternative tap > 32 pin OEM display connector Can High / Can Low > Pin 20 / Pin 23

4: CAN Bus alternative tap > Comfort CAN at climate control system

Vehicle application:

Vehicle application:

Opel
Opel Antara (L-A) 11/2006 - 11/2010
Opel Antara (L-A) 01/2011 - 03/2015
Opel Agila A (H00) 06/2003 - 10/2007
Opel Astra H (A-H) 03/2004 - 02/2007
Opel Astra H (A-H) 02/2007 - 11/2010
Opel Combo (C) 10/2004 - 09/2011
Opel Corsa C (X01) 07/2003 - 07/2006
Opel Corsa D (S07) 10/2006 - 11/2010
Opel Corsa D (S07) 01/2011 - 08/2014
Opel Meriva A (X01) 11/2005 - 03/2010
Opel Signum I (Z03) 09/2005 - 08/2008
Opel Tigra Twin Top (X-C) 07/2004 - 11/2009
Opel Vectra C (Z02) 09/2005 - 09/2008
Opel Vivaro A (X83) 09/2006 - 01/2011
Opel Zafira B (A-H) 07/2005 - 06/2010
Opel Zafira B (A-H) 02/2008 - 12/2014

Nissan
Nissan Primastar (X83) 09/2006 - 01/2011*

Renault
Renault Trafic II (L/jL) 10/2006 - 01/2011*

Following signals are provided:
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Reimported vehicles or vehicles with different software may be incompatible in functions.

pink: +12V ignition clamp 15 1,5A max.
orange: +12V illumination clamp 58 0,1A max.
white: +12V reverse gear signal 1,5A max.
yellow/green yellow/red: speed pulse signal
grey: n.c.

*vehicles with trapezoid OEM HU

General installation instructions:
  
Connections, connection changes, alternative connections, connections of loose cables or connection extensions of loose cables specified in the information text or the manual are for
orientation purposes only and for the information of trained specialist instaler.
 
Connections, changes to the cable configuration of the wiring harness or use of alternative connections or connection extensions:
1: Connections and changes are to be carried out exclusively by trained specialist installer.
2: Connections and modifications must be checked before connection for any manufacturer approvals or manufacturer warranty conditions that may be affected by the modifications.
3: Connections and modifications must be checked for function and correctness by measuring and comparing them with the vehicle's cable assignment diagram before connection.
4: Connections and modifications are made on the user's own responsibility without guarantee of function.
5: Connections and modifications are made on the user's own responsibility without any guarantee of damage to the vehicle, the retrofit device or the interface.
6: Modifications to the pre-assembled wiring harness may invalidate the product's warranty.
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